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Note Well

This summary is only meant to point you in the right direction, and doesn't have all the nuances. The IETF's IPR Policy is set forth in BCP 79; please read it carefully.

The Brief Summary:

- By participating with the IETF, you agree to follow IETF processes.
- If you are aware that a contribution of yours (something you write, say, or discuss in any IETF context) is covered by patents or patent applications, you need to disclose that fact.
- You understand that meetings might be recorded, broadcast, and publicly archived.

For further information, talk to a chair, ask an Area Director, or review the following:

- BCP 9 (on the Internet Standards Process)
- BCP 25 (on the Working Group processes)
- BCP 78 (on the IETF Trust)
- BCP 79 (on Intellectual Property Rights in the IETF)
Agenda

17:40  Administrative (Blue Sheets, Note Takes, (Chairs, 5) Jabber Scribes, etc.)

17:45  INSIPID WG Status Update (Chairs, 10)

17:55  A Proposal for Backwards Compatibility (J. Polk, 60) of the INSIPID Session-ID

draft-polk-insipid-bkwds-compatibility-proposal-03
Agenda (cont’d)

18:55  End-to-End Session Identification in IP-Based Multimedia Communication Networks (J. Polk, 25)
      draft-ietf-insipid-session-id-02

19:20  Requirements for Marking SIP Messages to be Logged (Christer Holmberg, 10)
      draft-dawes-dispatch-logme-reqs-03

19:30  Wrap-up & Action Item Review (Chairs, 10)

19:40  End
Status Update

• The revised WG charter that includes the new logging work was approved by the IESG on 10/11/2013

• Milestones updated (11/3/2013):
  • Two new milestones for logging work
  • Updated the dates of the existing milestones

• Kaplan Draft:
  • Will go to IETF LC again now that (old) IPR has been filed
  • New version forthcoming with IANA registration text clarified and some APPSDIR review comments addressed
Status Update

- **Milestone: Session-ID Requirements & Use Cases**
  
  draft-ietf-insipid-session-id-reqts
  - Completed IETF LC (Sept 24) & Gen-ART LC review
  - Awaiting WG feedback on APPSDIR review comments (done)
  - Ver -09 published today and will be put up for IESG review

- **Milestone: Session-ID Solution**
  
  draft-ietf-insipid-session-id
  - No new version published since Berlin
  - Awaiting resolution of backwards compatibility issue
  - Draft published to foment discussion on backwards compatibility
Status Update

• **Milestone:** Reqs for Marking SIP Sessions for Logging
  - [draft-dawes-dispatch-logme-reqs](#) is the only submission so far
  - Plan to call for WG adoption soon
  - If planning to submit a draft for this milestone, please do so soon
  - Discussion should continue on the list

• **Milestone:** Protocol for Marking SIP Sessions for Logging
  - No drafts put forward yet for this milestone
  - Please consider submitting